APM Terminals Mumbai is committed to ensuring safety of all personnel entering its
premises. The terminal investigates each and every incident reported and/or
observed to arrive at the root cause of the same and ensure corrective actions are
undertaken to avoid a similar incident in future.
Our investigations reveals three major reasons behind truck driver centric road
accidents. These are Fatigue, Poor Visibility & Lack of Safety Awareness.
This advisory is aimed to address following issues.
1. Fatigue
All Container Freight Station (‘CFS’) operators are requested to deploy
adequate drivers in their transportation fleet. We recommend a maximum of
12 working hours per day for each driver. Following such a recommendation
will ensure that your assigned trailer driver gets sufficient rest and thus
reduces the chance of any fatigue related safety incident.
2. Poor Visibility
All CFS operators and their authorized transporters are requested to fix
three-way mirror on their trailers. This will improve visibility around the
trailer.
3. Lack of Safety Awareness - Safety induction training
APMT Mumbai’s HSSE division extends safety training onsite at the CFS/s and
have done so for many CFS/s in the vicinity of JNP Port. Should your
esteemed CFS not have undergone a training or would appreciate retraining
of their drivers in the fleet and/or their outsourced transporters, we request
you to kindly provide us with a date and time to schedule the same in the
month of January 2017. Thereafter, the terminal will depute our safety
trainer to your location to complete a driver safety induction training.
Additionally APMT Mumbai also has a training center in our Pre Gate parking
which is open 24X7 and any driver can undergo a free safety induction
training. The safety induction training takes about 20 minutes
All drivers that have completed the safety induction training shall be issued
an induction card.

Please be advised that effective 1st Feb 2017, only drivers that are in
possession of a valid induction card may be permitted to gate in at APMT
Mumbai. Drivers' not in possession of induction card will be permitted to
operate within the terminal premises only after the safety induction is done.
Please contact Nitin Mhatre (022-66811101) & Safety Executive (02266811099) for further queries.
We solicit your complete support and assistance, as always, in making APMT
Mumbai safe for everybody.

